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Who we are

We are the TIPI Group of Companies. Our story 
is rooted in a vision to be the largest Indigenous 

owned and operated Insurance brokerage. We 
have met and grown beyond this original vision.

Our National Head Office is located in Winnipeg 
on the Peguis First Nation Urban Reserve and 

our operations span across Canada.



Our Values

Trust Compassion Friendship Social 
Responsibility Professionalism

We value our 
clients’ trust. We 
always act with 

integrity, 
communicate 

honestly and are 
accountable to our 

commitments.

We strive to be a
true part of the 

community through 
direct investments, 

employment 
opportunities, and 

enabling Indigenous 
participation in a 

thriving business.

Our team works 
always to be 

prepared, unified 
and consistently
bring the sound 

expertise our clients 
rely on.

We care about our 
clients and believe 

we have an 
important role in 

understanding their 
unique needs, and 

helping them reduce 
the impact of 

unexpected events 
in their lives.

Beyond business, 
we believe in 

investing time in 
developing lasting 
relationships with 
our customers, 

communities and 
partners.



OUR VISION
We are an economic initiative focused on supporting wellness and value creation in
the communities we serve.

OUR MISSION
We engage communities and organizations to manage risks and protect their
health and economic well-being through customized products and services.

Together, we’re stronger!



Patricia Dorion
Client Service Representative
Member of Okanese First Nation

“I like working with TIPI as we work as a team. We work with 
many businesses both on and off reserve. We go above and 
beyond for those that choose to do business with our 
company. 

We work hard for our people ❤”



Marcia Green
Accounting Clerk
Member of Little Saskatchewan First Nation

“TIPI Group of Companies stands out as an employer, as 
they have a beautiful corporate culture. They are involved 
with TRC Call to Action #92, and host staff events to ensure 
we understand the shared history of all staff in this. We have 
had events with Elders as well.

I believe these events, as well as TIPI Group of Companies 
involvement with TRC Call to Action #92, and our strong 
leadership team; have made us stronger as employees.”



Our Story
We were founded in 1999 and full 
operations began in 2015

We initially acquired assets of three 
smaller Indigenous-focused 
insurance brokerages that became 
the founding partners of TIPI 
Insurance Partners

We have had significant organic 
and acquisition-based growth since 
2015.



Growth through partnerships

• Bringing together three smaller established brokerages on founding created 
initial economies of scale

• Indigenous entry into complex and specialized industries through Partnership 
with established “mainstream” professionals

• Ownership group includes dozens of Indigenous communities, many of which 
are doing business with each other for the first time through the
TIPI Group of Companies



Our Ownership Group
• Swampy Cree Tribal Council
• Tribal Wi-Chi-Way-Win Capital Corporation

• Manitoba Tribal Councils
• Independent Manitoba First Nations

• Numerous Saskatchewan First Nations
• Three Alberta First Nations
• Industry professionals with specific subject 

matter expertise (minority interests) 



Timeline
First Commercial Brokers 
established in Manitoba1999

First Commercial Benefits 
established in Manitoba 2001

First Commercial Brokers 
expands to Saskatchewan2002

First Commercial Brokers 
expands to Alberta 2009



TIPI Insurance Partners 
Established2011

Primrose Insurance Brokers 
established in Alberta 2013

TIPI-IMI Insurance 
Partners Established2017

HQ Benefit Solutions 
established 2019

Majority share of Legacy 
Bowes purchased2020

Major acquisition expected to 
be announced later this month 2022



Melanie Brass
Client Service Specialist
Member of Tootinaowaziibeeng Treaty Reserve

“It's amazing how this company has started with just three 
employees and we have now grown to just under 100 
employees across Canada.

My proudest moments are developing relationships with our 
clients and they become part of our TIPI family.

We are part of the economic well-being for our Indigenous 
communities. TIPI continues to create partnerships and we 
are so unique in creating opportunities for Indigenous 
communities and for our people across Turtle Island.”



Eric Shearer
Associate, Individual Investments

“During my first encounters of the TIPI Team, their integrity 
and mandate of creating and employing Indigenous people 
strongly resonated with me. Being an integral part of a 
organization that 'Walks their Talk' was important to me. The 
idea of leaving the insurance industry better and more 
inclusive then when I started is reflected in the mandate and 
objectives of TIPI Group of Companies.

Legacies are not built with brick and mortar, it's the people 
that really count and TIPI's collaborative, reconciling 
approach really does shine!”



What we do

The TIPI Group of Companies helps Indigenous individuals, communities, and 
organizations manage risks and protect their economic well-being.

We do this by providing knowledge and expertise to support growth and 
capacity building in the 300 communities and organizations we serve.



• Property and casualty insurance
• Group benefit insurance
• Group pension products
• Human resources services
• HR Training & Development
• Organizational consulting services
• Third party administration platform 

(TIPI Care Plan)

What we offer



Sherri Lynn Gobeil
Account Executive, Ontario Region
Member of Peter Ballantyne Cree Nation

“My favourite part about working with TIPI Insurance 
Partners is having the opportunity to go visit Communities 
and meet our clients. I love listening to the good, the bad, 
and the ugly because it keeps us on our toes and allows us 
to grow and become even better at what we do.

We want our clients to know that we are listening to their 
needs and we do that by providing exceptional service and 
by making our clients feel they are part of our TIPI Insurance 
Family.



Leona Walowski
Client Service Representative

“I feel we stand out as a company because we are 
constantly updating our products to best fit the needs of our 
clients and their employees. The world evolves in so many 
ways, so must companies.

My favourite part of working for TIPI is our supportive teams. 
This strong support of each other, ensures we are able to 
provide the best service to clients and their employees. If I 
am unsure of something, I have a large pool of people to pull 
information from, which enables me to respond to clients in 
an informed way.”



Indigenous Employment Growth



Indigenous 
Employment 
Growth

• Started with six employees, forecasting to 
hit 100 by summer 2022.

• We have built our team by actively 
recruiting and training Indigenous people. 
These team members are employed 
throughout our organization and can be 
found in entry-level positions, middle 
management, and in top executive 
positions.



Our team
Our approach is to hire the right person for the 
team and then invest in their training and 
education so we can create long-term careers, 
not just jobs.



Cody Sinclair
Account Executive, Property & Casualty
Member of Fisher River Cree Nation

“I’ve always had a desire to work with and for my people in 
some way. I’ve been fortunate to have this opportunity 
presented to me very early on in my academic journey. I’ve 
been able to continue on this path, landing on my feet as an 
account executive. 

My favourite part about working here is all the wonderful 
people that I am so happy to work with, and I am grateful for 
the opportunity to visit all the wonderful Nations,
businesses, and organizations along the way.”



Dion McKay
Account Executive, Pension & Benefits
Member of Fisher River Cree Nation

“A few of our proudest moments have come at the worst 
times for our clients. We have helped clients with life 
insurance claims, some that required our advocacy to push 
through with the group insurance carrier. It’s nice knowing 
that we can help families out in this manner when they’re at 
their most lost.

I’m also quite proud that we’ve been able to hire many 
Indigenous people in our company. A lot of our clients call in 
and will be talking to another Neechie who grew up on the 
rez, just like them.”



The TIPI Group of Companies

The TIPI Group of Companies is made of TIPI Insurance Partners, 
TIPI-IMI Insurance Partners, Legacy Bowes, and HQ Benefit 
Solutions, and we also have an indirect interest in Aboriginal 
Insurance Services.



The TIPI Group of Companies

TIPI Insurance 
Partners

IMI Brokerage 
Limited 

Partnership

51%

Legacy Bowes

75%

HQ Benefit 
Solutions

66.67%

TIPI Insurance 
Partners 
Ontario

51%

Aboriginal 
Insurance 
Services

22.6%*

*Indirect Interest



Economic Development

In everything we do, we aim to bring value by making a 
positive impact, providing education, building capacity 
and playing a part in reducing economic leakage and 
laying the foundation for the development of 
intergenerational wealth among our families and in our 
communities in tangible and accessible ways.



We have experienced significant 
growth between 2015 and today.

Our revenue alone has 
increased by nearly 500%

over the past five years.

Our Growth



“A rising 
tide lifts 
all boats”



Increase in 
revenue, 
value, and 
income

Profit sharing to First Nation 
shareholders

Professional Development

Procurement

Employment

Support of Community Initiatives

Reinvestment in value-
adding acquisitions



We have also:
• Ensured there is Indigenous representation at the tables of some of the major 

insurance companies in Canada who are providing coverage

• Harnessed the economic power of more than 120 First Nations communities 
pension assets and insurance premiums to drive down the cost of investing and 
insurance products.

• Been a conduit for business opportunities within our First Nation shareholder 
base and also a conduit for bringing Corporate Canada to our First Nation 
shareholders for opportunities.



Ground-breaking approach

We have challenged industry partners’ standards and processes to create 
products and services that are specifically designed to meet the unique needs of 
our Indigenous clients:

• TIPI Care Plan
• TIPI Pension Plan
• EFAP - Traditional Healer Program
• Community Risk Survey Assessment
• HR-On-Call
• Indigenous Human Resource Training



This sets us apart in our approach 
towards economic reconciliation.



Norine Caccitore
Account Executive, Pension & Benefits
Ojibway from North Caribou Lake

“What stands out to me when working for TIPI is that I am 
part of a family, I am empowered, recognized, heard, and 
encouraged. We laugh, we listen to each other, and we 
support one another. 

I truly believe that we will change Canada’s First Peoples as 
an Indigenous Company. We are here to empower our 
people.”



“There is no power 
for change greater 
than a community 
discovering what it 
cares about.”

- Margaret J. Wheatley



Who we areThank you!

For further information:

Janice Gladue – Chief Operating Officer
Phone:   1-855-266-TIPI
Email: jgladue@tipipartners.com
Web: www.tipionline.ca
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